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The Energy Kernel System (EKS) project has 
reached the final year of its three year durat.ion The 
m.?dus operandi has been designed, a class taxonomy 
de 1sed and the soft ware implementation process com
menced. This paper descr ibes the elements of the EKS 
as 1t 1s now envisaged and elaborates on the object 
~riented programming (OOP) approach being employed in 

1ts const ruction In particular. the form and content or 
th<' EKS classes. the role of inheritance and the scope of 
t he in-built domain theories are elaborated. 

Between 1979 and 1985, t he Science and 
E:ig1neering Research Council (SE.RC) sponsored work on 
e-nvironmental predict ion modelling wh ich highlighted 
the need for greater Aexibility in mode-1 structures. ln 
1955. a numbt'!r of European and North Amt'!rican 
research organisaLions rt'!viewed the future of building 
energy modelling and its relationship to computer-aided 
b~1ld1ng design loots. A degree of consensus emerged on 
the ltm1tat ions of contemporary models and l he 
features which would be desirable in the next genera
tion. 

The UK response was the notion of an advanced 
machine environment which would foster the collabora
t 1ve development of the next generation of performance 
assessment programs The intention was that this 
environment would form the nucleus, or kernel, of 
fut. urn model building activit ies; permining the rapid 
prototyping of any program and fac ilitat ing a coherent 
approach t o development, validat ion and maintenance of 
such programs. This environment has · subsequent.Jy 
become known as the £nergy Kernel Sy.stem (EKS) 
(Wright et al 1990: Charlesworth et al 1991). Th!! 
objectives and prt'!mist'!s of the EKS are: 

Ob1ective 

To separate out the cal
culation methods. data 
structure and model 
architecture elements of 
future dt'!sign tool con
struction. 

To simplify the program 
building process. 

----·-----

Premise 

The developments in 

each of these art'!as will 
be more t'!asily 
integrated and future 
design tools will be 
better structured. 

Tffis will ensure that 
futurt'! design tools are 
more robust and t'!asier 
to maintain. 

Objective 

To establish validation 
within the model con
struction process. 

To promote state-of
t.he-art developments 
through ease of intt'!gra
tion of new methods as 
tht'!y t'!mergt'! and to 
encourage 
the mixing of simulation 
and otht'!r engineertng 
applications software. 

To enablt'! and encourage 
interdisciplinary colla
boration betwt'!en modi!! 
developers. and between 
developers and end
users 

And lo remove the bur
den of machine portabil
ity and other hardware/ 
softwart'! problems from 
the model builder. 

Pr~ise 

The validation com
ponent of design tool 
accreditation will be 
better served. 

This will ensure thaL 
design tools evolve in 
tandem with theort'!tical 
and interface advanct'!s 
and not, as at· present. 

with a considt'!rable lag. 

Th!! quality of futurt'! 
design tools will improve 
markedly if part icipa
tory development is 
enabled. 

Application experts and 
practitioners will become 
more productive if the 
machine aspect is 
removed from the design 
tool construction equa
tion. 

This paper focusses on the form and content of 
the EKS. For information on relatt'!d work in the fit'!ld, 
and the benefits which are may accrue for th!! practi
t.iont'!r. th!! reader is referred elsewhere (Sowell 1991 ). 

THE EK$ IN Q!lTJ INE 

Figure l. shows the architecture of the EKS. At 
the core of the system lies an object oriented database 
(OODB). ONTOS (t 989), which has knowledge· of entities 
such as climatic data and material properties e!'capsu
lated as persistt'!nl objects. Th!! OODB also has 
knowledgt'! of the interface specification of the various 
EKS building blocks. called classes. which can be used to 
construct a wide range of program architectures. 
These classes art'! an encapsulation of an ent ity' s 
descript ion (in the form of data) and behaviour {in the 
form of functions}. The OODB also contains the usual 
support data - climate, matt'!rial propert ies, test St'!ts 
and so on - in the form of perstStent obj~ts. 

Most Program Builders will. at some t ime or 
otht'!r, want to modify or replace specific classes supplied 
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with the EKS. Provided the interface of the class does 
not change. this is achieved by deriving a new class from 
the existing EKS one, notifying the EKS of its existence 
and referencing it from the EKS' user interface called 
the Template. 

The EKS classes are organised into a class taxon
omy which is designed to offer the functionality 
required to build alternative program architectures 
while guaranteeing security of use. These cla~s 

represent the properties and behaviour of the various 
entities found in buildings (rooms. construct ions, sur
faces), in plant systems (components, connttt ions. con
trollers) and in programs (numerical solvers. time con
trol). An in-built inheritance mechanism gives the EKS 
user access to alternative implementations of these 
classes where appropriate and supports the addition of 
new implementations. 

The EKS template is a framework for defining a 
particular program which can then be stored in the 
OODB for later recall when it can be associated with 
specific building description data. Such a program is 
then run by the user much like a conventional program, 
interaction with the OODB being largely hidden. 

In developing the EKS. an attempt has been made 
to anticipate related developments in the field. For 
example. the emerging international STandard for the 
Exchange of Product data (STEP: Turner 1990. Gielingh 
l 990) is likely to have a major impact on buiding simu
lation in the medium lo Jong term. Within the stan
dard. real-world entities are described using the STEP 
language Express. which has many object-<iriented 
features. 

The principal medium of exchange of data in the 
construction industry is still text and drawings, with 
some de facto industry standards for electronic draw
ings produced on CAD systems. At present. progress is 
being hampered by the lack of an agreed stand.ard for 
describing the geometry and topology of a building. and 
the lack of s tandard 'libraries' of generic building com
ponents (Bjork 1990). When the STEP standard 
becomes established for building data. it. is envisaged 
that software (currently being developed) will be used to 
translate C++ class defin it ions to and from Express 
entity definitions. It w ill then be possible to map a 
STEP building description in Express into an 0008 data 
structure of C++ objects. with the potential for inter
face to other software packages such as CAD. lighting 
design and so on through the neutral format of STEP. 
This will go some way to removing one of the major 
barriers to effective interaction between simulation 
programs; namely the arbitra_ry and incompatible data 
structures currently in use. Clearly, an OOP approach 
based on real-world entities. as in the EKS, will facili
tate development in this area. 

EK S USER TYPES 

There are three separate levels at which users 
interact with the EKS. corresponding to 3 user stereo
types. Of course, real users will almost certainly range 
across these stereotypes at different times, but they 
are useful for illustrative purposes. 
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EKS Developer/ E rt ender 

This user type will be concerned with developing/ 
extending the EKS class taxonomy and its associated 
software tools (see Template section). While the EKS, 
as released, will provide an extensive class taxonomy. it 
will be necessary. in the future, to enhance the func
tionality of existing classes, provide alternative imple
mentations of existing functionality or extend the tax
onomy by adding completely new classes. This stereo
type breaks down into two levels, minor modifications/ 
extensions to existing classes, for example deriving from 
an existing class and replacing some functions, and 
major development work such as add ing a new pr inc ipal 
class. While the former could be carried out by someone 
with little C++ experience. the lauer will require a 
sound grasp of the organisational principles behind the 
EKS. a reasonable knowledge of C++. and an acquain
tance with the wider computat ional environment . for 
example the ONTOS database and Unix. 

program B11jJder 

Users within this category will. typically, use the 
Template to select the required classes from the overall 
class taxonomy as known to the OODB at any time. 
In-built within the taxonomy is the knowledge of class 
dependencies. For example. a "Room" class· knows' that 
it can use (among others) an "Air_volume" class to han
dle its contained air mass. On selecting a particular 
"Room", the model builder is given the opportunity to 
select one of the possible variants of the ''Air _ volume" 
class. The selected "Air _volume" is then checked to 
ensure that it provides at least the functionality that 
the selected "Room" class expects. After all the 
required classes have been identified. the program 
specification is stored in the OODB. This is further 
described in the sections on the Template and Metac
\asses. Users in this category will not require to know 
anything about programming the EKS, other than to be 
able to use the EKS tools. but should obviously have a 
sound grasp of both modelling and the domain. 

EPd User 

This user type uses the program constructed by 
the Model Builder to appra ise t.he energy/ environmenta l 
performance of a part icular design. Typically .. th is is a 
three stage process. FirSLly. the system to be modelled 
has t o be described in a manner acceptable to the EKS. 
It is anticipated that EKS-built programs will be inter
faced to CAD packages or intelligent fron t-.:nds. For 
this reason only a rud imentary problem description 
interface facility will in it ially be provided with the EKS 
itself - more sophisticated vanants. for t':itample based 
on emerging Intelligent Front-End systems (Clarke and 
MacRandal 1991 ). could be developed in future. 
Secondly. the program is invoked via the program initia
tion mechanism. This results in the creation of the 
minimum necessary instances of the EKS classes. Con
trol is then passed to the "simulate" method of a top 
level "Context" object. This actually starts a simulation 
and interacts, directly or indirectly. with the user to 
establish the simulation requirements. The run-time 
interface ts dictated by the "Context" class. so a Model 
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Builder. by deriving a new "Context" class. can provide 
whatever interaction is considered appropriate. This 
could even extend t o dynam ic object subst itution where, 
using t he OODB. one algorit hm could be substituted for 
another at run t ime in a manner which is transparent 
to t he other program parts. Fina lly. as a simulation 
proceeds, t he results obtained ca n be directed to a 
"Results'' objec t for s torage in t he OODB or, alterna
d vely. l hey can be t ransfer red t o disc fi les or displayed 
directly. Since they int e ract only w1th the "Context " 
class run- t ime interface. t hese users will not be a ble Lo 
distinguish EKS built programs from the current hand 
built versions 

Cl ASS TAXQNQMY 

The principal entity of the EKS is its underlying 
class taxonomy which comprises the object types from 
which alternative programs can be built. Figure 2 
shows this taxonomy in terms of the principal class 
types from which programs are built. The diagram also 
shows the object control paths and the domain theory 
class types. Note however that the diagram does not 
show those classes which are internal to the EKS and 
are used to encapsulate the data associated with mes
sage passing. Neither does it identify the different 
variants (or abstract ion levels) of these principal and 
domain theory classes which the EKS offers. 

Each principal class in the taxonomy is thus a 
generic class. capable of being implemented in many 
different ways. For example. the Conduction class, 
whose function is to represent the conduction process, 
can be implemented in different ways, depending on 
whether the conduction is to be modelled, for example, 
as a steady state process. a response function process, a 
finite volume lime varying process. These variants of 
the principal class can be organised into a class hierar
chy. such as that shown in Figure 3. The class hierar
chies can be considered to be orthogonal to the class 
taxonomy, with a different class hierarchy rooted on 
each class in the taxonomy. Within the hierarchy. the 
object oriented inheritance mechanism is used to reduce 
coding and improve reliability. Inheritance means new 
derived classes need only add code for the extra func
tionality they are providing since they automatically use 
the parents' code. presumably already "validated" to 
some extent. for their inherited functionality. 

Of course. inheritance is also used outside the 
above class hierarchies, for the same reasons Here the 
c lasses being developed have a much wider spread of 
fu nct ional ity, for example "Room". "Site' ' and "Matrix''. 
T here is no single "best'' way to st ructur e these classes, 
a nd any structure for a real-world system will be biased 
towards a part icular view, such as therma l s imulation. 
However, a good .structu re should be adapta ble for other 
are.as {by using lhe more general base classes). and be 
easy to use and extend. As an exa mple. consider the 
class!!S derived f rom "Phys icaLent1ty" as shown in t he 
figure: 

Physica Lent it y 
Contents 

Heat_.source 
Occupant 

(abst ract class, not used direct ly) 
(general entit y, not producing hea t) 
(abs t ract class for interna l gains) 
(descr ibing occupa nts} 
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Equipment 
Lights 

(describing heat generating contents) 
(special kind of equipment item). 

Clea rly. "Heat_source" is a specialisation for 
thermal modelling, but other classes could be derived 
from ''PhysicaLentity" or "Contents" for other applica
t ions. The import ance of inheritance relates to the 
extensibility of t he syst em. For exa mple. a 
' 'Cavit y_layer" could be seen as a specialisation of 
"Layer '', having ma ny of t he same instance variables 
(for example orient at ion and length}, and fu nctions (for 
exa mple area ca lcula t ion}, but wit h the new instance 
variables added (for exa mple cavity resistance), and 
some functions replaced/ enhanced (for example heat 
flux calculation). ' 

The EKS must be able to configure its classes in 
many different ways in order to support the building of 
alternative program types. Since there are many per
mutations and combinations of data and functions. it is 
not possible. or necessary, to include all the resultant 
classes in the EKS. For example. if there is a choice for 
the ''Room '' class of four types of "Convection". three 
types of "Occupant". two types of "Equipment" and two 
types of "Window", there are potentially 48 (4 x 3 x 2 x 
2) different "Room" classes. On the other hand, many 
classes will be suitable for all, or a large number. of 
different programs - for example "Location", ''Polygon", 
"Material" and "Layer". In the EKS Metaclasses are used 
to configure new classes according t o the requirements 
of the program builder. This means t hat the more 
complex classes. such as "Room''. "Building". ''Site" and 
''Climate" can. if required, be specialised fo r a part icular 
program or set of programs. In addition. since not all 
combinat ions of classes are possible (response function 
heat conduct ion calculations might not be meaningful 
when used with a degree-day representation of cli
mate), rules are built into the EKS Template to prevent 
such combinations. 

The design of the EKS taxonomy. which is now 
complete, involved a three stage process as follows. 
Firstly, the domain (building energy modelling) was 
decomposed into a number of primitive functions such 
as sun position calculation. heat transfer theory genera
tion, equation solving. polygon operations and data pro
cessing. 

Secondly. for each of these functions, the data 
requirements were determined. For example. a conduc
tion function requires thermophysical properties which 
depend on the level of implementation of its mathemat
ical model, while a matrix inversion function requires 
the topology and coefficient values (or the means to 
determine such values) for a set of equations. 

Finally. the functions were grouped into classes in 
a wa y which ensured that the data members of each 
class. as requ ired to support its functions. could be 
guaranteed to be available at run-time to the object 
made from t he class. For example, the "Layer" class 
possesses a function to calculate its thermal resistance 
which requires that the class has thickness and conduc
tivity as its data, while the "Room" class possesses a 
function to determine its shortwave response which 
requires it to have room geometry and knowledge of its 



surfaces. and hence surface finishes , as pan of its 
private data. More interest ingly. perhaps, while the 
"Construct ion '' class possesses a funct ion Lo determine 
an overall. reference U-value (which has prescribed sur
face resistance values). it does not contain a funct ion to 
calculate the effective U- value. lnsl.ead. the "Building'' 
class. which has the data members t o suppon the cal
culation (exposure, surface finish. convective regimes,. 
sky radiation). contains the funct ion. ln this way the 
data requirements of functions are satisfied by the 
private data of the objects which contain them and by 
the data supplied by other obj ects whose existence is 
assured by the Template. 

The s ignificance of the approach is tha t , at run
time. obJeCt control is ordered with the control Row 
act ing down the taxonomy hierarchy. Anyone subse
quent ly creating a different implementation of a class 
can therefore assume t hat its data wall be available. 
Th is approach ensures that the EKS can not be used to 
build anarchic programs. with all their synchronisation 
problems. and should be cont rasted with the normal 
00? approach where 1t is t h l' respons ibil ity of the func
t ion (sometimes called a method) Lo get its data. To do 
th is the function would need to know about its contexl.. 

THE T EMPI ATE 

The EKS will init ially consist of a collect ion of 
classes. which can be used by the program builder in 
various configurations to form specific programs. Since 
not all simulation programs require the full SO'l of com
ponents shown on the taxonomy ·diagram. and there will 
be potentially several alternat ive implementations of 
these components. a program composition facility is 
required to ensure that only legal combinations of the 
supplied c lasses are used. Furthermore. once a legal 
program has been defined by a program builder. it is 
necessary lo capture its configuration/ compos1t ion. 
that is its Template. for future use. 

The Templal.e for a particular simulat ion pro
gram is actually implemented as an instance of a Tem
plate class. Thus. the object ive of a program builder 
who is developing a new simulation program is Lo pro
duce a Template instance. Clearly. during the crea~ ion 

of this instance. (actually carried out b)' the Template 
clas.s constructor function) there is an opportunity to 
prevent the attempted use of illegal or incomplete com
binations of EKS classes. In order to be able to do this. 
the Template clas.s requires informat ion about the con
nect ivity and dependencies of all the EKS classes. As 
this cannot be bu ilt into the Templue class without 
compleLel)' destroying t he extensibility of the EKS, lhe 
Metaclass mechanism has been provided to hold this and 
related informatiort Metaclasses are described in more 
detail in the following secL ion. 

Of course, the end user is not interested in 
merely havmg a specificat ion for a simulat ion program. 
L he)' actua.lly want to s imulate a specific problem. 
Rather than having pre-allocated objects mlo which Lhe 
problem data 1s read. as in conventional Fortran s imula
tion programs for exam ple. the Template instance can 
produce, at run-time. a program tailored specifically for 
the part icular problem being addres.sed This is achieved 

b)' g1vmg the Template a "simulate" function that 
obtains the data defining the user's problem, instan
tiates Lhe necessary EKS classes and transfers control 
to l he top level Conl.ext instance. EKS class instantia
tion is achieved using the Metaclass mechanism. Furth
ermore. the Templne, with its m-built knowledge of 
the composition of the program is an obvious place to 
hold Lhose user accessible functions for examining and 
inl.eracting with the program. 

The Template class prov ided with lhe EKS 
Demonstrator will be a full functional version, but will 
not have a part icularly sophisticated interface. What is 
envisaged for the future would be a powerful user 
interface to the fac ilit ies provided by the template. 
The main feaLUre of th is interface would be a browser 
type facility for examining and selecting the c lasses 
making up the program. together with help a n.d gui
dance on the capabilities and validity of the various 
classes. There would also be facilities to d isplay the 
l'l!sultant program graphically. and Lo mod ify the pro
gram by replacing/adding classes Finally. this user 
interface shou ld also provide a "validat ion console", that 
is a mechanism by which the va r ious validat ion tools 
supplied Wit h t he EKS could be "a ttached" to the 
appropriate places in the program. 

In summary. the Template has Lhree main tasks: 

To ensure thal only legal combinations of the EKS 
classes can be used together. 

To hold a permanent record of the program com
position. and provide a focal point for model 
builder and end user access to the program. 

And to provide the mechanism by which the end 
user. applies the specified simulation program to 
their specifk problem. 

METAC! ASSES 

The power and Rexibility of the "mix & match" 
approach to program building offered by L he EKS carnes 
within itself two potent ial dangers. Firstly. there is the 
problem of ensuring that the objects selected by Lhe 
user are actually compatible, both in terms of software 
interoperability and in Lerms of conformance to the 
same underly ing mathemal.ical/ physical modd 
Secondly, there IS the diff iculty of ensuring that the 
system is adequately extensible. in that new classes and 
va.rianls of classes can be added later without req,uiring 
any changes to existing classes. This IS part icularly 
import.ant from the validat ion perspective. as even 
apparently simple modifications to a piece of code can 
invalidate any tests which have been performed on the 
class. 

Clearly. extensibility is not a problem when a new 
class or class variant wishes to use an ex isting class. 
However, it is ant icipated Lhat in the EKS the normal 
pallern w1!\ be for users to modify the more fundamen
tal classes, such as the domain lheories, as and when 
the state-of-the-art progresses. This raises the prob
lem of ensuring that Lhe exist ing classes further u p the 
class taxonomy can correctly use classes which do not 
yet exist . 
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There are two aspe<:LS to this compatibility 

ment Firstly the class soft ware viewpoint, akin rtqu1re · · . . . 
lO .,nsuring there are no comp1lat1on errors ma conven-

t roaram. In OOP. the use of derived classes and 
l t0na p .:> h- h h" b 
:ale binding offers a mechanism by w 1c t tS can e 

In a program any class can be replaced by a bM ' . . . 
d"rt e<l class wit hout necess1tatmg a _change m the rest 
d die progra m S ince the new class 1s derived from the 
,,..1J .>M. it has the same mLerface (or a superset) and 

1 
hus the other classes cont inue to access the derived 

cbss as 1f it had not been changed. However. where the 
rc.:rammer has provided an alternative 1mplementat1on 

~ .... r -s,,mO!' of l he base c lass' functionality , the new ver
si_..n ;;of l he funct 1onahty is used. Any extra functional
'" added to the original (base) class then becomes avail
d bi" t o any other new classes being added to the pro
~ram Thus. prov1dmg the exist mg classes can be made 
~ .... t a ll. to the new classes. extensibility is ensured. 
.o,.: : ually achieving th is 1s not straightforward. prmc1-
;:a:: , beca use n means that no class can itself create an 
:::sLiln.: f" of a class 1t wishes to use. but has to be given a 
~ ,. ; ,,: e r lo:> an eJOsllng instance of the required class 
7 r. .. n. since 1t could equally. and transparently, be g1Ven 
• ?<'1'1U' r to an ins t a nce of a derived class, extensibility 
:s .. nsured All t hat is required. therefore, is for an 
Hternal entity to take responsibility for creating the 
' "s~ance and passing in the pointer. 

The second compatibility aspect is from the 
.!_.."'a1n viewpoint . To ensure that the new classes are 
.: .•m;:ial 1ble with all the other classes in the program 
c~:.mes kno ledge of what functionality is required/ 
?rov1ded by both the new class and (potentially) all the 
~l h<"r classes. Given this. the Templale can ensure that 
,•nlv valid combinations of classes can be put togelher 
into a program. Provided a new class has the appropri
~t.- funct1onality, that is il is derived from a suitable 
c:.as.s. 1t will be acceptable. So all that is necessary is to 
'"""' for each class, what variants of other classes it 
r.-c;u1res Clearly, building this knowledge into the Tem
;; :.at" constructor would result · in a monolithic. non
.,.xt.-ns1ble Template, so the information has Lo be held 
"is"wh~re 

The way Lhe EKS handles both these compatibil
' ~ v issues is to associate with each class a Metaclass. 
T!i .. class then holds just the code necessary to imple
m.-nt the functionality used to carry out the simulation. 
4-11 th.- higher level information/ functionality necessary 
to .-nsur" program integrity and system extensibility is 
plac.-d m the Metaclass. When the Template construc
tor 15 creat mg a new program. it checks with the 
~1.-taclas.ses of those classes selected by the program 
builder that together they form a "valid" program, for 
.-xample that all domain theories generate the same 
type of equations and that the solver can handle this 
'Ort of equation. Also, al run-time, when an object 
.,.ish~ to use another class, for example the Layer class 
will require a Conduction instance, the Metaclass of 
Lay.-r (termed M<"taLayer) will create instances of the 
part 1eular Conduct ion var iant specified by the Template. 
but return them to the Layer class as if they were of 
the va riety that Layer expected. Thts ensures that to 
US<" a new Conduction class. the code of Layer does not 
r"'lu1re modification. Currently, the Metaclass achieves 
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this dynamic class manipulation by using the schema 
modification facilities provided by the ONTOS database 
system. 

To assist model builders to quickly create and 
test new classes. a default Metaclass will be automati
cally provided if the user does not explicitly supply one. 
This default will not carry out any consistency checking. 
since this is the respons1b1lity of the person using the 
class. Clearly, if a class is t o be given to anyone else, the 
appropriate Metaclass should also be supplied. 

• 

• 

In summary. a Metaclass has three main tasks: 

To hold information about the class. its capabili
ties and requirements. 

To assist the _Template in ensuring the integrity 
of the resultant program. 

And to enable its class to interact with new van
ants of subordinate classes .. 

In re lat ion to this object creation control 
mechanism, two points are relevant. Firstly, the Meta
clas.s of a class which contains state variables may not 
instantiate a class which does nol_ This is because 
classes with stale variables - for f:'xample "Layer'' and 
''Surface" - must have an instance for each ph ysical 
occurrence. Other classes, such as "Conduction" and 
"Finish", present Lhe possibility of shared instances. 
Such objects are instead created by MetaContext which 
has access Lo the 'options' data defined by the model 
builder via the template. Secondly and typically, objl!cts 
will instantiate more than one class This is necessary 
in all cases where the dissemination of object pointers 
must be synchronised. For example "Building" instan
tiates one "RoomLinker" and several "Room" classes as 
required. This order is important because it is t he 
''RoomLinker" object's responsibility to make the 
required number of "Construct ion" objects Only then 
can "Building" make its "Room'' objects. passing them 
their "Construction" object pointers as it does so. 

DOMA[N THEORIES 

At present many akernalive algorithms exist fo r 
application in a building modelling con~en . One objec
tive of the EKS is to ensure that future model USl!rs are 
not limited only to those specific algorithms imposed by 
a particular system. To achieve this. the EKS oR'ers a 
spectrum of theory classes with each theory covered by 
more that one algorithm. At program construction 
time. the EKS physical classes can lhen be coupled to 
any theory class as dictated by the intended application 
and the required level of complexity. In this way, the 
physical classes provide the interface- to the theory 
variants. This is achieved by arranging that the alter
native mathematical models of any given theory (such as 
conduction. air flow , room shortwave response. etc) are 
derived from a single base class and so possess the same 
interface. For example, Figure 4 shows several derived 
classes of the Conduction class. Note that the 
Finite_difference implementation is the full three
dimensional case and can be made to reduce to the two
and one-dimens1onal case or. in the limit. to the 
steady-state case. In the approach, the C++ ' derived 
class' and 'virtual function ' constructs are used 

,t 



(Stroustrup 1987). For example the Conduction base 
class comprises virtual functions whose signatures 
specify the interface of the derived classes. The derived 
classes - that is the different implementations of Con
duct.ion - reimplement the virtual functions. The base 
class will never be directly used. The specification of 
the base class ensures that the derived classes have the 
same interface. 

As an example of the process. consider the Con
duction class. The Layer class possesses a function 
which returns the theory for conductive heat transfer. 
The actual code which represents this theory is not held 
in the Layer but instead is located in a class derived 
from the Conduction base class. In effect. the Layer 
object's conduction function asks the Conduction object 
to return the appropriate theory. 

All internal equation-based theories within the 
El<S are handled in the form of 'vectorised state
equations'. For example, a spatially discretised wall in a 
room may be represented in terms of its temperature 
function T by equation I:. 

dT 1 . 

c,dt- = h0 (T0 -T 1) + R1(T.:-T 1) + ai: 1(T50
4 -T1

4
) 

dT. 
c2-dt":. = R1(T 1-T.:) + R.:(T3-T1) + <l2 

(I) 

in which th" heat transfer coefficients and thermal 
physical properties (h0 , ht. Ri, p. Ki etc) may be 
represented by non-linear functions (for example 

In the EKS, this equation-set is represented using 
the vector symbolism as shown in equation 2. 

d 
C dt T(t) = A(T. U) T(t) + B(T. U) U(t) 

in which C = diag[C;); (i = 1.2 .. . .. n) and 

r a1, 1 a::.1 0 0 

a:u a:.: a:.3 0 
A 

0 0 0 8n.n 

in which a 11 = -{ho+R 1 +hr0), a 1: = -R 1, a11 = -R 1. 

ann = -<hi +Rn-I +he,); hro = ai:,(T ,}+ T 12
) (T :;o+ T 1). 

h,.; = ai:n(T,.2+T/) (T,i+T0 ). 

T(t.) = (T 1(t.),T1(t),-. . .. T 0 (t)Y. 

B = (b1.j); ( i = 1.2 .. ... n; j = l.2.3,4) 

and U(t) = (T0.T50,q0 ,T1.T:;1]T. 

(2) 

Note, that there is no transformation from 
equation I to 2, only the grouping of the variables ar" 
different. 

Theory in the form of equation 2 is manipulated 
via five purpose-built classes: Equation_set_!ist. 
Equatio11_.5et , Equation, Coefficient . and Region_id. 
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Figure 5, for example. shows schematically the use of 
t.h"se encapsulation classes. In th" case of layer con
duction. each individual conduction equation - a st"ady 
st.ate layer will possess one, a one-dimensional finite 
ditf"renc" formulation one per node in a normal direc
tion - will be encapsulated within an Equation object 
and will refer to a unique region. Equation objects con
tain Coefficient objects as private data and these 
Coefficient objects contain. in turn, the coefficient 
values and state variable identifiers. Finally, Equation 
objects are encapsulated within Equation_sets for each 
physical class and domain theory. These Equations......sets 
are then passed up the class taxonomy from Layer to 
Cont"xt so that related Equation_sets (for other 
domain theories and physical regions) may be appended. 
In this way composite or homogeneous equation struc
tures are passed to the Solver where they may be 
transformed into one of sev"ral formats for integration. 
For example. the Solver may create a matrix equation 
by using the Equation's Region_id to define the row and 
the Coefficient's Region__id the column. In effect this 
theory encapsulation ensures that the returns from all 
equation-based theory classes can be handled in a 
coherent manner and provides the possibility for the 
Solver class to be involved at any level of the problem 
building process 

In its final form the EKS will offer a range of 
theories for each topic - conduct ion, convection. air 
flow, short wave & longwave response. casual gains , con
trol behaviour and so on. Furthennore these theories 
will span from a lowest ord"r approach - the time 
invariant, user specified case for example - through 
intermediate order formulations. to state-of-the-art 
methods. The purpose of this treatment is to d .. mon
strate the capability of the EKS to accommodate a 
spectrum of modelling techniques and to support class 
int ercha ngea bi lit y. 

Based on the above theory encapsulation. the 
Solver class is able to offer a wid .. range of numerical 
integration techniques and equation manipulation tools. 

Syst"m operator classes support the fundamental 
operations for matrix system: for example. vector inner 
product, matrix product, vector norm. matrix deter
minant. matrix inverse, pseudo-inverse, singular value 
decomposition. matrix "igen-values and matrix eigen
vectors. 

System solution classes include solv .. rs for linear 
or non-linear differential equations as well as algebraic 
equations. For the case of differential. stiff sy~tems, 
the Gear and implicit Rung Kutta m .. thod are two of a 
range of methods on offer; for linear, non-stiff systems 
(and to ensure generality of approach). methods such as 
explicit finite differenc .. are also supported. For the 
case of algebraic systems. various elimination methods 
and iterative m"thods are offered. In particular, the 
EKS possesses methods which store only the non-zero 
entries of the system matrix and create minimal non
zero entries during the elimination process. 

System optimisation classes provide tools for 
equation manipulation including sorting. grouping ... and 
partitiomng which can be us .. d to organise the complet~ 
system in support of efficient solution. To achiev!!' this. 



I braic Lheoretical methods. such as :::'.'.ear and non-
age h . . . h. g 
linear programming t.ec mques an~ sra~:ent searc m 
methods. are offered. On the cthe!'" hand, graph 
th<!orelical methods can be used t.:.- the same end and 
an• also available. This includes ir.eth~ to locate the 
minima l ( mait imal) tree from a S'Ste'-' network, to 
1.:>eate the mm1mal cut-set for a svs:.e:"'."'. and therefore 
LO determine an optimal soluti.m se~:;.e:'.'.:e The EKS 
also provides the means to sort a :.ar-s;e s:s:.em network 
into quollent t rees of subsystems a:'.'.d :.:::ereby to ensu~e 
tha t the independent solution c:· the subsystems IS 

ident 1cal to the solut ion of the <X'."'.':?le: e system. This 
technique will have particular re:e ·.ance ::i the case of 
models which attempt t he simulta:-iec'-'-5 svlut1on of the 
building ener g_v and 3-D Lurbulent air R.: ·~· system. 

y.;! IPA.TIO\' I\' THE FKS CO"Si"--

The EJ<:S is a model build:r:s e:1·· 1:-cnment and as 
,·ahdatwn is being considered fr.:-'.":': t:-,e outset several 
validation features are being mc.:-~ra;.e-:i mto t.he sys
tem Consider analytical testt:-:f t rad:;. tonally this 
involves extracting the algorithrr:.s frcr:1 the main body 
cf the code and testing them tr: :s.:-la:.1cn It is often 
d ifficult to ensure that the algorit:::m then behaves as tt 
would when part of the whole rr..--del The OOP nature 
of L he EKS enables specific proc=es to be mdividually 
exam ined in this manner as the_:. already exist as dis
tinct entities. In order to develc:: object validation pro
cedures. internal convect ion has been chosen as an 
exemplar This has enabled t :-:e development of an 
accreditation methodology which =an then be applied to 
a growing number of EKS objens m future A practical 
manifestation of this work is a s:.andard ''header block" 
for each class which indicates t:-.e type and outcome of 
any validauon procedures pre' :ously applied to the 
C'bJeCt 

One of the main features of the EKS is that a 
validallon infrastructure will be m place and available 
for use by future model develc;>ers. This infrastruc
ture. m the form of a tool kit. will allow validation. 
venflcation and quality· assuran= to become a natural 
part of the model construction and proving process. In 
essence, the tool kit allows the :. ime series data pro
duced by a program to be ;;·..;antitat1vely compared 
against other data producee by experimental or 
theoretical means. In addition. a user is able to estab
lish the sensitivity and accurac:-- of the solutions pro
duced by the program (Irving !987). These validation 
tools may also be used within t!-.e program at run-time 
lo perform mass or energy balance checking and to 
monitor the program's perforrr.ance when instabilities 
a re encountered. 

Central to validation. •erification and quality 
assurance IS the estimation and application of statistical 
measures. Qualital ive measures such as graphical com
parison are subjective; howe'•er, their attributes are 
complementary to the quantitative methods and should 
be used m conjunction Co::imonly used statistical 
measures are, for example, the mean value. the- square 
residuals and the variance. Su=:i measures are available 
withm · the El<S and can be used as the basis of the 
testing of a statistical hypot:-:es1s where the testing is 
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the process of inferring from the data if the hypothesis 
is to be accepted or not# . 

As an example, it may be desirable to perform an 
empirical verification on an output parameter from an 
EKS program This would require that. firstly. available 
and appropriate empirical data sets be obtained (note 
that the EKS offers several such data sets). The algo
rithm is then executed and the mean difference and 
variance between the solut ion and the experimental 
data are estimated. The ratio of mean difference lo 
variance forms the basis of a matched pair students 
t-test which may then be used to decide if the algo
rithm represents reality within a predefined confidence 
interval - for example the 20: I level adopted in many 
areas of engin~ring (Kline and McClintock 1953, Moffat 
1982). 

Oearly. the statist ical test may fail for many 
reasons but in overall terms it is usually because of 
errors in the empirical data set or errors within the 
algorithm. presuming that the input data to the pro
gram is correct. If the discrepancies are being caused 
by errors in the program. identifying the cause is usu
ally unique to the code and very difficult in large com
plex simulation models. However some classes of prob
lems may be resolved using the diagnostics generated 
when the methodology is used. Some examples are 
reported elsewhere (Irving 1987). 

Jn addition to the single parameter test mg pro
cedure outlined above, the EKS validation tool kit also 
has methods for whole model testing. These methods 
are based on mull ivariate statistical procedures and are 
in principle the same as the single parameter case (Balin 
and Sargent 1982, Irving 1987). 

The whole model and single parameter testing 
procedures discussed so far are essentially off-line 
methods and may be used independent to the EKS pro
gram construction process. However, as mentioned 
above, the tool kit may also be used in EKS models 
themselves as run-time validation techniques. This 
practice can be illustrated by considering the run-t ime 
energy or mass balance checking. The tools for the 
sum, the sum of squares and statistical comparison 
would be included within the program to determine the 
square residual for some mass balance at each time
step. The t-test is a more consistent and efficient test 
than the chi squared test and may be nonparametric. 
In addition the Students t-test may be generalised as 
the Hotelling's T 2 test and applied to the whole model at 
run-time or off-line (Irving 1987, Balin et al 1982). 

Dimensioning is another issue being addressed. 
Many errors in computer programs dealing with physical 
processes result from the fact that in many languages, 
for example FORTRAN or C, dimensioned quant1t1es are 
typed as real numbers. This makes it difficult to spot 
errors in equations where. for example. the dimensions 
of the right hand side do not match the dimensions of 
the left hand side. 

# In the present context, the hypothesis. typical
ly, is that the program adequately represents the 
reality. 



One way of addressing this problem is to "type" 
the quantities by the appropriate dimension. This is 
made possible in OOP by making a separate class for 
each dimensioned quantity. Not only are errors more 
easy to trap, the code also becomes more readable. 

Obviously, it is desirable lo be able lo perform 
arithmetic with the dimensioned classes, but not to 
have to define the operators for every dimensioned class. 
One solution is to make use of inheritance and make all 
the dimensioned quantities descend from a Dimension 
class, with the operators defined only in this class. The 
Dimension class holds a real number as part of its data. 
and the operators work on this internally. Because 
Length and Time. for example, all descend from Dimen
sion, they all inherit the operators. In fact, all that 
needs to be defined for each class are functions for 
creating a new object of the class; called constructors in 
C++. Because the classes are so simple. it is easy to 
create a new class when the need for a new quantity 
arises 

This approach makes a contribution to the vali
dation process by improving code readability and dimen
sion checking. At present, automatic generation of the 
correct dimension is not possible, all calculations return 
a Dimension, but this will normally be changed lo the 
correct dimension by putting a constructor of the 
appropriate class into the code For example, 
length I "'length2 gives a Dimension, but 
Area(lengthl*length2) gives an Area. 

CONC! I!S!QNS 

Advances in building simulation are currently 
being constrained by the difficulty in creating. main
taining and extending programs written in conventional 
languages. 

The EKS provides a new approach to the con
struction of such programs. based on the increasingly 
popular (and now proven) object oriented paradigm. Jn 
essence it provides a set of 'building block' classes 
organised in a manner which ·will support and foster 
further specialisations to support new developments. 
The development of this class taxonomy, with its inher
itance relationships and intemal data structures, has 
proved a major task, with no single solution. This is 
why the work to date has focussed on the principles 
underlying class definition. 

Inherent in the classes are validation and docu
mentation mechanisms, and strong type checking in the 
form of complex objects and dimensioned quantities. 
These factors combine lo make it easier to produce reli
able and understandable code. In addition. a mechanism 
has been developed for the definition and instantiation 
of objects, using data and class information stored in an 
object oriented database. Example programs are 
currently under development and will be included with 
the first release of the EKS environment. 

The EKS should be viewed as one element in the 
program construction/ maintenance process. In essence, 
it is the essential complement to other contemporary 
developments in, for example, user interface design and 
product modelling. 
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